automation
//

extreme

pROdUct SelectiOn

Wireless

automation

// St 14

// StM 295

// eS 95 SB

// HS Si 4

Safety switches with
separate actuator

Solenoid interlocks

Safety switches for hinged guards

Safety sensors

Monitoring of safety guards on
machines and plants according to
the Machinery Directive
• Suitable for sliding, hinged and
removable doors, flaps and
fencing

•

Monitoring of safety guards on
machines and plants with hazardous aftertravel according to the
Machinery Directive
• Suitable for sliding, hinged and
removable doors, flaps and
fencing

•

Monitoring of safety guards on
machines and plants according to
the Machinery Directive
• Suitable for hinged doors and
flaps

•

•

// eS / eM 98

// ZS 80

// ZS 73 SR

position switches with /without
safety function

emergency pull-wire switches

Belt-alignment switches

For positioning or safety tasks
on machines and plants
• Suitable for limit stop

•

Monitoring and switch-off of large
plants and conveyor belts
• According to EN ISO 13850 suitable for wire length of up to 2 x
100 m

•

•

Magnetic or Hall effect-safety
sensors for non-contact monitoring of machines and plants
according to the Machinery
Directive
• Suitable for sliding, hinged and
removable doors, flaps and
fencing

For belt-alignment monitoring,
control and switch-off of conveyor
belts

// gFSi Vd

Foot switches
Safety foot switches and foot
switches for application on industrial plants and machines
• Variants with or without protective shield, made of metal and
thermoplastic
•

Extreme

// IS M12 Extreme

// RC 2580 Extreme

// ZS 92 S Extreme

// ES 61 WZ Extreme

Inductive sensors

Magnetic sensors

Emergency pull-wire switches

Pull-wire switches

For extreme applications: 		
cold, heat, humidity, dust,
corrosion
• For non-contact position
detection

•

For extreme applications: 		
cold, heat, humidity, dust,
corrosion
• For non-contact position
detection

•

For extreme applications: 		
cold, heat, humidity, dust,
corrosion
• Monitoring and switch-off of
machines and plants, as well as
conveyor belts according to
EN ISO 13850
• Suitable for wire length of up
to 2 x 100 m

•

•

// Ex RC Si M30

// Ex ES/EM 98

// Ex STM 295

Ex position switches

Ex safety sensors

Ex solenoid interlocks

For Ex zones 1 and 21
For positioning or safety tasks
on machines and plants
• also available as position switches with analogue output: 0 ...
10 VDC, 0 ... 20 mA, 4 ... 20 mA
• ATEX, IECEx and further international Ex approvals

•

For Ex zones 1 and 21 and other
extreme applications:
humidity, corrosion
•	For monitoring of doors, flaps
and covers on machines and
plants
• ATEX, IECEx and further international Ex approvals

•

•
•

For extreme applications: 		
cold, heat, humidity, dust
• For opening of industrial doors

For Ex zones 1 and 21
of machines and
plants with hazardous aftertravel
according to the Machinery
Directive
•	Suitable for sliding, hinged and
removable doors, flaps and
covers
• ATEX, IECEx and further international Ex approvals
•	Monitoring

// Ex GFSI

Ex foot switches
For Ex zones 1 and 21
switches for application on
machines and plants
• Variants with or without
protective shield
• ATEX and IECEx approvals
•

• Foot

Wireless

// RF 95 WH

// RF RC M30 Niro

// RF 96 ST

// RF BF 74

Wireless position switches

Wireless magnetic sensors

Wireless universal transmitter

Wireless command devices

For positioning and security
applications
• Sensing ranges up to 700 m
• RED 014/53/EU, FCC/IC, ARiB and
further international approvals
• No battery to be charged,
replaced or recycled

•	For

•	For

•	As

•

// RF HB 4CH

non-contact positioning and
security applications
• Sensing ranges up to 450 m
• RED 014/53/EU, FCC/IC, ARiB and
further international approvals
• Replaceable lithium battery

// RF GFSI

non-contact positioning and
security applications
• Sensing ranges up to 450 m
• RED 014/53/EU, FCC/IC, ARiB and
further international approvals
• Replaceable lithium battery

// RF I/O

command device in
machines and plants
• Sensing ranges up to 450 m
• RED 014/53/EU, FCC/IC, ARiB
and further international approvals
• No battery to be charged,
replaced or recycled

// RF Rx 4S

Wireless hand remote control

Wireless foot switches

Wireless universal transmitter

Wireless receiver/repeater

•	For

•	For

• Wireless

•	Different

opening of gates and doors
and for general signalisation in
industrial applications
• Sensing ranges up to 450 m
• RED 014/53/EU, FCC/IC, ARiB and
further international approvals
• Replaceable lithium battery
CR 2032

application in industrial machines and plants
• Bi-directional wireless
connection
• RED 014/53/EU, FCC/IC, ARiB and
further international approvals
• Also available as wireless safety
foot switch with 2.4 GHz wireless
frequency tested to the
Machinery Directive

universal transmitter for
the connection of sensors of the
RF wireless series as well as external position or Nockenschalter
• RED 014/53/EU, FCC/IC, ARiB and
further international approvals
• Replaceable lithium battery

operation modes for
various applications selectable
• Four potential-free relays outputs
or Communication via TCP/IP
(server or client mode)
• Web server based setup
• RED 014/53/EU, FCC/IC, ARiB and
further international approvals

//

applied intelligence

Since 1961 we have been developing and manufacturing switches and
sensors for industrial automation, as well as individual and intuitive
controls for medical equipment. Our mission is to provide products and
solutions with the highest quality, reliability and performance at all
times.
In this age of digitalisation, components and systems are increasingly
intelligent and integrated in networks or other platforms. steute recognised this development very early on and expanded its existing product
range beyond components to include systems solutions and services.
For industrial and logistics applications, we have developed our own
intelligent wireless sensor network platform: “nexy”, the reliable IoT
systems solution for mobile capturing, transmission and management
of sensor data.
In the medical field we are currently working with research partners on
the dynamic networking of medical devices in order to realise the
integrated operating theatre of the future.
As a medium-sized company, we are able to react fast to changing
wishes and market trends. Essential factors for our success are therefore
agility and close proximity to our customers. With our innovative
products and new technologies, we are making valuable contributions
to the latest developments in our target branches worldwide.
Our comprehensive product portfolio spans the following four business
units and core competencies:

Wireless
Cable-free solutions provide new levels of freedom for the monitoring of
moving parts or machine and plant components which are difficult to
access. Our portfolio includes not only standard and intrinsically safe
point-to-point connections, but also wireless network solutions. These
networks permit hundreds of wireless switching devices and sensors to
communicate with superordinate IT systems for universal data use.
Automation
For industrial automation we offer both serial and customised switching devices and sensors – always with a view to the latest international
standards.
Extreme
Where other switches and sensors no longer cope, our globally certified
Extreme products are in their element. These devices are developed
especially for the ambient conditions in question, for example extremely
high or low temperatures, extremely dirty industrial areas, explosive
environments or extremely hygienic production halls for foodstuffs.
Many of our Extreme products are also available in wireless versions.
Meditec
In addition to our standard range of foot and hand controls for medical
equipment, we develop and produce many interfaces for specific applications and individual customers. Here, too, operators in the medical
area benefit from the advantages of our steute wireless technology.
Cable-free interfaces comply with the highest standards regarding
hygiene, ergonomic comfort and availability.
We look forward to finding the perfect solution for your application.
Marc Stanesby
Managing Director
steute Technologies GmbH & Co. KG

Image sources:
Fotostudio Udo Kowalski, Wuppertal
For further information or individual service, please
contact us. Detailed information can also be found
at: www.steute.com

For more than 50 years steute
has been a specialist in the
development, production and
marketing of switchgear and
sensors. Besides a comprehensive
standard range of products for
»Wireless, Automation, Extreme
and Meditec« applications, we
also and increasingly develop
customised switchgear and
sensors for all four business fields.
Some examples: emergency
pull-wire switches for the mining
industry, position switches for
industrial automation and control panels for laser surgery. Our
head office is in Löhne, Germany.
Worldwide sales are conducted
through steute’s subsidiaries and
trading partners.
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